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Suicide is the second leading cause of death for children/young adults age 10 - 24. Though parents might feel uncomfortable 
talking about suicide, it’s important to realize that openly talking about it does not encourage it; instead, talking prevents it and 
helps kids feel supported.

The best way to prevent a tragedy is to normalize open conversation with your friends and family. Talking about suicide is 
important and it is ok if you don’t always know what to say! 

• Making suicidal statements, talking about wanting to die or  
  ways to hurt themselves
• Talking about feeling hopeless or trapped
• Preoccupied with death in conversation, writing, or drawing 
• Giving away belongings 

• Increasing the use of alcohol or drugs or behaving recklessly
• Withdrawing from friends and family
• Extreme mood swings
• Having aggressive or hostile behavior

HOW TO TELL YOUR CHILDREN WHEN A DEATH BY SUICIDE HAS OCCURRED

Pre-School: Keep it simple and on their level; stick to the 
basics. “Uncle John had a disease, and he died. It’s really sad 
that he isn’t here with us anymore.” Keep in mind the child’s 
developmental and cognitive level.  

Elementary: Give true, short answers. “Uncle John died of an 
illness called depression. I wish he were able to get more help.”

10 -14 years olds: Be more concrete. Start by asking questions 
to see where they are, such as, “What do you know about 
Uncle John?” This is an opportunity to give information and to 
correct misinformation. Having this open conversation with your 
children teaches them that it is SAFE to talk about hard topics 
such as depression, anxiety, stress, and mental illness.

High School: These conversations should normalize mental 
health. Just as you get help when you are physically sick with 
the flu, kids need to know that mental health struggles are 
normal and there is help available for them. Practice open, 
non-judgmental conversations with your teenagers. You can 
invite them to share “how their emotions are today” or “some of 
the thoughts they had during the school day.”

College Age: This is an important transitional time with added 
adult responsibilities, so mental health check-ins are essential. 
If they struggle with suicidal ideation or have lost a person to 
suicide, that can be a trigger. Press in further and spend more 
time if they are reluctant to answer, continuing to ask, “How can 
I help or be supportive while you’re going through this?”

EMERGENCY HOTLINE NUMBERS

National Suicide Prevention Lifeline
800-273-8255

David Lawrence Centers - Naples
239-455-8500

NAMI- National Alliance on Mental Illness
239-260-7300
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